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De Facto Federalism in China | Series on Contemporary China
It claims on multiple accounts that China is a de facto federalist state but never even once tells the reader WHY. There is no connection between the historical digressions and this bold claim. Decentralisation and federalism are associated terms but no clear distinction is made whatsoever.

de Facto Federalism in China: Reforms and Dynamics of ...
Chinese federalism refers to political theories which argue that China ‘s central government should share sovereignty with regional entities, under a form of federalism. Such proposals were made in the early twentieth century, in connection with the end of the Qing dynasty; as well as recently, with a view to providing checks against the power of the central government, as well as settling the relationship between Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, and other potential political entities.

Federalism in China - Wikipedia
Federalism as a functioning system in China is under studied. The author defines the political system existing in China as “de facto federalism”, and provides a detailed analysis of its sources and dynamics in the book. The system is mainly driven by two related factors — inter-governmental decentralization and globalization.

De Facto Federalism In China by Yongnian, Zheng (ebook)
De Facto Federalism in China: Reforms and Dynamics of Central-local Relations. De Facto Federalism in China. : This book is the first attempt to conceptualize China's central-local relations from...

De Facto Federalism in China: Reforms and Dynamics of ...
Although China does not have a federalist system of government, the author believes that, with deepening reform and openness, China's central-
local relations is increasingly functioning on federalist principles. Federalism as a functioning system in China is under studied. The author defines the political system existing in China as "de facto federalism", and provides a detailed analysis of its sources and dynamics in the book.

**De Facto Federalism in China**
Understanding China as a de facto federalism can generate explanations and recommendations concerning the path of China's health reform. The first section reviews how de facto federalism drove the historical development of the problems plaguing China's health system. The next section shows how certain features of the current reform plan, namely, the plan's ambivalence between government and market approaches and its lack of strong centralisation, can be explained by de facto federalism.

**Explaining the Sources of de facto Federalism in Reform**
Understanding China as a de facto federal system can generate explanations and recommendations concerning the path of China's health reform. The first section reviews how de facto federalism drove...

**Amazon.com: Customer reviews: de Facto Federalism in China**
I'm reverting mainland out of this: "during the process of Chinese economic reform that mainland China has evolved into a de-facto federal state in which provinces have wide descretion to implement policy goals which are set by the PRC central government and in which provinces and localities"

**De facto federalism in china. reforms and dynamics of ...**
Beginning with Deng Xiaoping's revolutionary reforms, this discussion on the evolution of de facto federalism in China focuses on the dynamic interactions between the country's central, provincial and local governments.

**Economic Warlords: How De Facto Federalism Inhibits China ...**
Amid rising tensions with Beijing, the de facto U.S. ambassador in Chinese-claimed Taiwan took part on Sunday for the first time in commemorations of a key military clash and the last time ...

**With China tensions rising, U.S. joins Taiwan to mark ...**
Taiwan said the European Union had stepped in to help after Brussels-based Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy listed on its website six Taiwanese cites as belonging to China.

**With EU help, Taiwan gets rare win in China naming dispute**
It said the activity took place on the southern bank of Pangong Lake, a glacial lake divided by the de-facto frontier between the rivals and where the India-China face off began in early May on ...
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